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The introduction of seven-pinhole tomography by
Vogel et al. has been received with enthusiasm (1). Early
work has suggested that the application of this technique
to Tl-201 imaging will increase the sensitivity and
specificity of the diagnosis ofcoronary artery disease (2).
Complementary information about cardiac function is
derived from multigated equilibrium blood-pool studies
(MUGA). A natural extension of the seven-pinhole
approach is to apply it to MUGA studies. With the ap
plication of tomography to MUGA data, it was expected
that the ventricular walls would be better delineated at
depth due to the defocusing effect of the foreground and
background activities.

During Tc-99m-labeled blood-pool imaging, there is
a much higher photon flux than in Tl-201 myocardial
perfusion imaging. This abundance of photons makes
mu/ligated tomography (MUGTM) feasible.

The performance characteristics of the seven-pinhole
collimator system are not widely disseminated. Before
proceeding to extensive clinical studies, we elected to
study the collimator system. Our results, with comments
and sample clinical studies, are presented here.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

A commercial seven-pinhole collimator* was used to
acquire data on a large-field camera.t A fully pro
grammable, dedicated minicomputer system was in
terfaced to the camera to store the data and then
reconstruct the tomograms.t

Clinical data were acquired in the 45Â°LAO projec
tion. A typical example of the unprocessed images is
shown in Fig. 1. The left ventricle is in the center of each
of the seven-pinhole images and occupies as much of the
field of view as possible. The computer's acquisition cycle
was synchronized with the patient's R wave through a
physiologic trigger.1' Three 14-frame MUGA series, in
a 64- X 64-byte mode, were acquired with the acquisition
software provided with the computer. The average
number of counts per frame was specified to be 125,000
in each series. This method ofacquisition has no count

rate limitation and has an automatic restart option at the
end of each series. The only reason for acquiring multiple
sequential studies is to achieve statistically reliable re
construction without overflowing the storage capacity
in byte-mode acquisition.

To achieve proper uniformity correction and establish
a reference depth calibration, images of a flood and point
source were obtained using Tc-99m sources. These data
were handled in a fashion similar to that ofTl-201 cal
ibration (1).
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The applicationof seven-pinholetomographyhas been predominantlyto thai
Iium-201 myocardial imaging.In view of the stationarynature of the collimator,
with all views accumulatingsimuitaneously,seven-pinholetomographycan be
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motionor the quantitationof othercardiac parametersfromreconstructeddata.
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FiG.1.SIngle-frameunreconstructedimageofLAOgatedblood-pool
studyacquiredwith seven-pinholecollimator. Imagewas originally
acquired In 64 X 64 matrix, then linearly Interpolated to 128 X 128
for processing. COMMONROGION

FIG.2.Lateralviewofseven-pinholecollimatorandItsgeometric
relation to focused planes, with plane numbers as defined In text
(courtesy of CMSCorp.).

source (I-mm capillary tube filled with Tc-99m) in air
for several planes. The capillary tube was located at the
center of the field, at depths corresponding to focused
Planes I, 3, and 5. The objects in these experiments were
stationary, therefore, I 28 X I 28 matrices were used for
acquisition instead of the 64 X 64 matrix used for
blood-pool studies.

Oscillating clinical studies and phantom. After the
three 14-frame series of MUGA data were acquired and
stored as described above, reconstructions were per
formed. The existing reconstruction software was
modified to accept data in the 64 X 64 byte mode by
using a linear interpolation and adding instructions en
abling the software to loop back for the reconstruction
ofthesucceedingframes.

To simulate the clinical situation, an oscillating
phantom was constructed (Fig. 3). A standard thyroid
phantom was placed in air, 5 cm above the two angled
line sources on a platform that oscillated in 3-cm single
harmonic motion during data acquisition. Each time the
oscillating phantom moved to the minimum-displace
ment position, a microswitch was closed and a 5-volt
square wave was sent to the computer to simulate an R
wave.

In the clinical situation, an average of 375K counts per
frame was acquired over 5â€”8mm, in an LAO projection.
Studies were initially performed with a 4.5-mm pinhole.

For convenience in the following discussion, each fo
cused plane is identified with a number. The plane nor
mal to the central axis of the collimator and I I .0 cm
from it (the distance used for the reference point source
during the calibration procedure) will be identified as
the focused Plane 0, as no matrix shift in relation to the
calibration point source is needed to reconstruct the
image of this particular plane. Every two-pixel shift of
the six peripheral views toward the central axis of the
collimator creates the next focused plane, with a corre
sponding increase of one in plane number. Figure 2
shows the relations between these focused planes. As the
plane number increases, the corresponding depth of the
plane also increases. A negative plane number indicates
that the shift is in a direction closer to the collimator than
the reference depth. However, the effective field of view
for these closer planes is often too close and/or too small
tobe usefulincardiacimaging.

Depth and resolution measurements. A clock phan
torn,t 5 in. in diameter and filled with Tc-99m, was im
aged and reconstructed in this system (3). This phantom
permits the determination of the depth of each recon
structed focused plane. Because each focused plane is
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, it should in
tersect the double helix at two points exactly 180Â°apart.
The angle of rotation of a line connecting the two in
focus points in one plane, as compared with a line con
necting the two in-focus points in another plane, is a
measure of the distance between the two planes. After
the depth of each focused plane was established, the
planar and depth resolutions were measured with a line
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FIG. 4. Reconstructed clock-phantom images (Planes0â€”8).Two
opposite focused poInts, as indicated by arrows on Plane 2, start
rotating clockwise as the plane number increases.

focused planes is demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
The planar and depth resolution data, measured with

a Tc-99m line source located at the centers of Planes I,
3, and 5, respectively, are shown in Fig. 6. The line spread
function (LSF) is the profile shown at the center of each
of the three families of profiles for the respective focused
planes. Because it was focused, such a profile demon
strates a maximum peak and smallest spread. The
measured full widths at half maximum (FWHM) are
I .15, 1.3, and I .6 cm, respectively, on these three planes.
The other profiles demonstrate that the shadows of line
images are also represented on the adjacent planes, but
were defocused to show lower peak values and greater
spread in the xy dimension. The profile eventually

FIG.3.OscIllatingphantomconsistsofstandardthyroidphantom
suspendedin air 5 cm abovetwo line sotrces that lie on oscillating
platform movIng In simple harmonic motion with 3-cm excur
slon.

The 5.5-mm pinhole proved to be 30% more sensitive and
ultimately replaced the smaller pinhole.

RESULTS

Depth and resolution measurements. Nine consecutive
planes (Planes 0â€”8)were reconstructed from a clock
phantom and are shown in Fig. 4. In the first several
images, the reconstructed plane intersects the double
helix (the lines of activity) at two opposite points that are
relatively well focused. On deeper planes (Planes 4 and
5) the â€œpointsâ€•of intersection are not as well focused and

there is â€œtailingâ€•on either side of the focused points. For
the very deep planes (Planes 6â€”8),it becomes very dif
ficult to determine exactly where the focused plane (or
the intersecting points) might be. These images dem
onstrate that not only does the depth resolution deteri
orate on deeper planes, but also the reconstructed â€œto
mogramsâ€• are far less useful tomographically beyond
a certain depth (more than 20 cm from the collimator
face). The diameter of the helical cone shrinks on deeper
planes, as would be expected from the pinhole geometry.
This implies that each plane has its own scaling
factor.

A geometric estimation of the plane depth, based on
the algorithm employed, was compared with the exper
imentally determined plane depth as measured from the
clock phantom. The estimated and measured depths of
the planes, for Planes 0â€”7,are plotted in Fig. 5. It dem
onstrates that the reconstructed planes are indeed un
evenly spaced, i.e., the distance between each pair of
adjacent planes increases as the depth increases. The
spacing increases from less than I cm (between Planes
0 and I ) to about 3 cm (between Planes 4 and 5) in four
steps. However, there is a discrepancy between the es
timated depth and measured depth, and it is greater for
deeper planes. The uncertainty of the depth of the deep
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FIG.5.Plotofmeasureddepthofeachfocusedplaneagainstgeo
metrically predicteddepthfor large field camera.Gainsetting is for
45 pixels between center pinhole image of calibration point sotrce
and one of six peripheral point-source images.
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of a I4-frame series of a cardiac cycle is shown, with the
Series 8A representing Plane 2 and Series 8B repre
senting the deeper Plane 5.

The images are, as expected, smoother than the non
tomographic images due to the heavy data manipulation.
The ventricle has a well-defined edge and shows differ
ences in shape at the two depths. Edge definition is pri
manly enhanced by the focal-plane tomographic tech
nique.

DISCUSSION

The combination of seven-pinhole tomography with
a multigated blood-pool study suggests that better vi
sualization of the ventricular wall at multiple specified
depths may be obtained on MUGTM studies than on
nontomographic gated studies. More extensive clinical
studies are under way.

In the case ofseven-pinhole tomography, the six pe
ripheral views provide the depth information. This is best
illustrated by the reconstructed image of a point source.
When it is in focus, the seven subimages overlap right on
top of each other and show a sharply focused image of
a point source. When it is not in focus, the six peripheral
components drift outward from the center one. The
amount of drift is proportional to the degree of defo
cusing. In other words, the blurring pattern is just an
image of the pinholes, with the pattern's dimensions
proportional to the distance between the reconstructed
plane and the point source itself. This is typical of this
kind of focal-plane tomography (4). Compared with
other kinds ofcoded-aperture tomography, the difference
here is that all seven pinholes are in simultaneous and
continuous operation and all seven views are well sepa

FIG.7.SImulatedEDandESframesofoscillatingphantomattwo
depths (Planes 2 and 5) which are focused planes of two sources.
Multigated Images were acqi*ed duslng phantom oscillation. Artifact
on deeper plane Indicated by arrow is caused by the shadow of
activity on the otherplaneanddifferenceInscalingfactorsfor these
twoplanes.DOttedblankpixelsonimagesare artifactscausedby
ourdisplayhardware.
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TABLE1. FWHM (CM) OF ThE LSF ON
SEVERALPLANESIN FRONTOF ThE

PINHOLEPLATE

I ED' ,\

ES

Depth 11.5 13.718.7x-yFWHM
1.15 1.31.6z

FWHM 3.6 4.88.3A

The Tc-99m line-source Images were acquired In 64X64

matrixwith5.5-mmpinholeon an LFOVcamera.LinearInterpolation
was applied before reconstruction.
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FIG.6.Planaranddepth-resolutiondatameasuredwithTc-99mline
source located at centers of Planes 1, 3. and 5, respectively.

smoothes out into the background.
The envelopes of each family of profiles are the cor

responding depth (z axis) LSFs on these three planes.
Table I lists the experimental FWHMs of these planar
and depth LSFs at the center of these three planes. The
depth resolutions, FWHM, are 3.6, 4.8, and 8.3 cm, re
spectively.

Oscillating phantom and clinical studies. The recon
structed multiframe tomograms of the oscillating
phantom can be replayed in a cine format. Figure 7
shows the simulated end-diastole (ED) and end-systole
(ES) frames at two focused planes corresponding to the
depths of the two phantoms. Note an artifact indicated
by the arrow in Fig. 7. The origin of this artifact will be
discussed later.

A typical patient's blood-pool tomogram in 45Â°LAO
view is shown in Fig. 8 at two depths. Every other frame
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TABLE2. FWHM (CM) OF ThE Tc-99m LSF
WITH TWO ACOUISITIONMATRICESAND

PINHOLESIZES

64X64
128 X1281.15 1.051.2 1.15

option of reconstructing evenly spaced tomograms. Al
though it is easier to visualize a three-dimensional image
from evenly spaced tomograms, such a process may also
introduce potential problems. Since the evenly spaced
planes are a result of an interpolation process, the in
formation content remains the same. However, the in
terpolation process has to be based on a precise knowl
edge of the depth of each original focused plane. The
increasing uncertainty of plane depth in the z dimension
is inherent in the current system and is also closely re
lated to the linearity of the gamma camera, which not
only varies from camera to camera but also may change
with time in the same camera. Therefore, unless one
really calibrates the spacing between adjacent planes
with known geometry on a daily basis, the interpolated
results can potentially misrepresent the true three
dimensional picture.

From the planar FWHM measurements at the centers
of Planes 1, 3, and 5 mentioned above, the planar reso
lution (xy axis) remains quite good throughout the deep
planes. Within the same family of profiles of a line
source, the shadow of the source on the adjacent planes
is quite significant. This phenomenon is also reflected
in the measurements of depth resolution (z axis). The
magnitude of the shadow depends on the distance be
tween the planes and on the strength of the activity in
question. Clinically, therefore, a lesion ofeither increased
or decreased photon flux in one plane may be represented
significantly in â€œadjacentâ€•planes. The artifact in Fig.
7 is the combined effect of the shadow and the different
scaling factors for the two planes. This can cause a po
tential problem in the imaging of a high-contrast object.
In addition, the measurements of depth resolution (z
axis) indicate that the FWHM increases rapidly with
plane depth. This implies that the tomographic effect is
less pronounced for the deep planes than for the closer
planes.

From geometrical considerations, one can demon
strate that, on the same plane, the z-depth resolution is
not uniform throughout the effective field of view, but
rather gradually improves as one moves away from the
central axis. The change of depth resolution is sym
metrical with respect to the central axis and makes the
measurement of LSF difficult for an off-axis location.
Theoretically, a point source can better serve the purpose
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FIG. 8. Reconstructed blood-pool tomograms (for illustration pur
poses. only every other one of 14 frames is shown). (A) Series
representing a cardiac cycle on Plane 2. (B) Series representing a
cycle on a deeper Plane 5.

rated. These features allow fast back-projection to be
employed (MT LeFree, et al., personal communica
lion).

All the static images for the performance tests were
acquired in I 28 X I 28 matrix. However, our clinical
images were limited to the 64 X 64 matrix size, which
was followed by interpolation to I 28 X I 28 before the
reconstruction took place. The use of a finer acquisition
matrix in the measurement of performance parameters
can yield a value with less uncertainty. For all practical
purposes, the performance parameters acquired in the
128 X I 28 matrix agree closely with the 64 X 64 matrix
acquisition and interpolation. Table 2 compares the
FWHMs obtained with the two matrix sizes and two
pinhole diameters. The differences are too small to be
appreciated in cardiac imaging even in a multigated
situation.

From the results with the clock phantom, it is con
firmed that the depths of the reconstructed planes are
unevenly spaced for this version of software, which is
based on the shift algorithm of a fixed number of pixels.
This is a result of the pinhole geometry, because the same
amount of matrix shift in the reconstruction of tomo
grams would correspond to progressively larger incre
ments in the depth of each focused plane. In other words,
each pixel located close to the central axis of the colli
mator in the peripheral views covers a larger range of
depth information than a peripheral pixel in the same
view.

Other versions of reconstruction software have the
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of measurement of resolution. There are some practical
difficulties associated with the measurement of a

point-source spread function (PSF), especially with an

acquisition matrix that is limited in both size and ca
pacity. Nevertheless, another group has reported corn

parable planar resolution but better depth resolution at
these depths (MT LeFree, et al., personal communica
lion). The location of their PSF experiment was half way

between the edge and the central axis of the common
field of view (Dennis Kirch, personal communication,
1979).

In the case of thallium or blood-pool imaging, the
critical area of the image (the myocardium or the yen
tricular wall) is usually located peripherally and sym

metrically around the central axis of the field. Therefore,
the tomographic effect on the region of interest should
be better than our depth-resolutionmeasurements
imply.

The slight discrepancy between the estimated depth
and the measured depth in Fig. 5 for the first several
planes may be attributed to experimental error. In the
deeper planes, the discrepancy becomes more serious and
the uncertainty of these depths is particularly dis
turbing.

For the very deep planes (Planes 6-8), not only does
the depth become uncertain, but the depth resolution
deteriorates further and becomes inadequate. There are
at least two major reasons for this problem. First is the
finite size of the pinhole and the pixels of the matrix. The
matrix after interpolation, I 28 X I 28, is still too coarse
to reconstruct a very deep tomogram. Among the six
peripheral views of the acquired image, only two are
really following the â€œtwo-pixelshift algorithmâ€• down to
the very deep planes. The other four side views are
shifting at an angle with respect to the x axis of the
image matrix. This fact causes an inherent error in re
construction. The problem becomes more and more
critical for the deep tomograms; thus the deep tomo
grams are not really focused in â€œoneâ€•particular plane.
This leads directly to the uncertainty ofdepth and poor
depth resolution for the corresponding tomogram. Even
a perfect interpolation scheme, devised for a precise
amount of matrix shift, will still suffer from the same
problem, although to a lesser extent, due to the discrete
nature of the sampled information. An analog recon
struction with optical equipment may obviate this
problem (5).

A more significant reason further compounding the
uncertainty ofthe depth ofdeep planes results from the
camera's nonlinearity. The geometrical estimation of
plane depth is based on the assumption of perfect camera
linearity, which is not the case. It has become obvious
that camera linearity is the most important performance
parameter in this kind of multisegmental collimator
tomography (6). Even with cameras having good spatial
resolution but poor linearity, one cannot produce good

quality tomograms and may potentially cause arti
facts.

We cannot overemphasize the importance of patient
positioning with respect to the collimator. The patient's
heart should be placed as close to the collimator as pos
sible, while at the same time each of the seven views
should cover the whole object of interest in its own
field.

From the multigated studies of the oscillating phan
tom and the patient studies shown above, we find that
tomographic blood-pool imaging is clinically practicable
and the images are adequate for a limited range of depth
(e.g., Planes 0â€”5).

This kind of focal-plane tomography in combination
with the pinhole collimator's response has its advantages
as well as its limitations. We believe one should have an
idea of a new system's performance parameters before
applying it clinically. Also, these parameters vary with
each individual camera's performance. Both the intrinsic
resolution and linearity of the camera are therefore
critical in producing adequate tomograms. Quality
control of the camera's performance is essential.

We feel that there is room for the collimator design
to be optimized for each application. For example, sen
sitivity, resolution, field size, and angulation of the pin
hole, etc., should be designed for the organ to be imaged
and be clinically practical to perform.

The reconstruction of a 14-frame MUGA series
originally took 2.5 hr but has recently been reduced to
20 mm. After the clinical efficacy and software optimi
zation have been established, the reconstruction time can
be shortened further.

In conclusion, we have shown that tomographic gated
blood-pool studies are feasible in a clinical situation and
have adequate technical performance parameters in its
effective range. Further development is necessary to
refine this technique, which potentially offers further
quantitation of regional left-ventricle performance. Early
results of patient studies will be presented separately.

FOOTNOTES

A CMS Scintislice Collimator.

t Searle LFOV camera with 3k in. crystal.

t MDS Modumed with Tricam software.

I Brattle Physiological Synchronizer.

* Clock phantom was originallydesignedforSearle'stomographic

scanner (Pho/Con). It is a single line source formed like a double helix
on a cylindrical surface.
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